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The ideal type of patrimonialism is West European feudalism.
After three terms at Heidelberg, Weber served a year in the
military, which he found to be largely an "incredible waste of
time" with its continued attempts to regiment the human
intellect. Kormai, J.
Bellah,RobertN.Hisinquiryshowedtheinterrelationofthreeprocesses:t
It is important to realise that in the sociological field as

elsewhere, averages, and hence average types, can be
formulated with a relative degree of precision only where they
are concerned with differences of degree in respect to action
which remains qualitatively the. Nevertheless, subjective
understanding is the specific characteristic of sociological
knowledge. Conversely, formulations of a rational course of
subjectively understandable action constitute sociological
types of empirical process only when they can be empirically
observed with a significant degree of approximation.
GerthandDonMartindale.Weberwishedtodemonstrate,forexample,thatinC
Weber does not initially mention subjective consciousness,
this concept becomes important in his later consideration of
what forms of action are socially meaningful and what are not.
As he won election comfortably in andhe made an effort to
create and maintain a loyal base and its core had to be a
propertied bourgeoisie.
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